Hello
1 I am currently an undergraduate at UNISA and I am studying sustainable environments and
environmental protection. My ancestors are the Kaurna people and I identify to be Aboriginal and
a Kaurna elder. We have a dreamtime and that is a living experience that we do dream of
business that is asociated to environmental matters, law and Native Title protection. We have
sent over two thousand documents to the State and Federal Government with matters linked to
environmental protection and law and these are issues that come tp light in the dreaming. 1
Emissions trading? The local guy in the twenty four hour supermarket told us that he is cashing in
on that scheme? How and the hell can we trust anyone to not convolute the law or any legilation
without an organised, production-based sustainability-minded, environmental Police force?
(workers of sustainable iniquity) 2 In our dreaming we dreamed of massive a sea level change in
the Port River system (the West Lakes end of the River) Incorporated with that dream was a
vision of a volcanoe errupting in the foothills. I was trying to get closer to it but the roads were
blocked. The volcano was spitting out lumps of rock, as land based volcanoes do.
3 PLease note that there is not absolute evidence to support that carbon emissions from human
activities is the exact cause for global warming. There is no way to quantify the carbon emissions
V the carbon uptake as there are to many variables that can not be guaged over the total planet
area. 4 Obviously something has gone very wrong and prehistoric history shows that volcano's
and there emmissions have been responsible for dramatic climate change in the past. Nuclear
activities and the removal and burning of fossil fuels may have altered the physics of the planet
and if this is so then we have little chance of altering the trends of change no matter what we do
now. 5 I have never be fond of industrial pollution so I dont mind if you can shut the bloody lot
down as it is a waste of resources and time to over produce useless items in excess. 6 Built
environments and the production of sustainable biomass could produce a surge of organisms to
soak up the carbon. Whilst we produce food and fibre as a buy product for more organisms to
breed and better soil quality. The factories are wasting resources and spewing out toxit shit,
perhaps we who are green should be working even harder to develop massive amounts of bio
mass whilst developing sustainable styles of agriculture that suite this environment and the
associtaed ecological system( to supply a wolrd market who will be hungry soon) 7 It is better to
have one sheep, one cow, one chicken and seven kangaroos than ten dead animals with no feed
or water. Lets grow our way out of this problem whilst we build environments to deal with the
change. If we can legislate to protect, then do it and Police those regulations with an iron fist, to
support those good Policie developments.
Yours sincerely the Kaurna Maxwell family, your freinds

